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Abstract
Purpose: Karate is going to take part in the Olympic games, for the first time in Tokyo 2020. The aim of this study was to analyse the changes in heart rate (HR) and blood lactate concentration of karate practitioners performing different katas in competitive conditions.

Material: This study consisted of five elite male athletes (26.80±5.97 years), members of the Bulgarian national team in Shotokan karate, competing in the kata discipline. The study was conducted in competitive conditions during national competitions, in which three katas were performed by each of the competitors. Capillary blood lactate concentration (La) was determined at rest and after each kata. Heart rate (HR) was registered and physical activity was monitored by using three-dimensional accelerometers.

Results: The mean La increased progressively after each following kata: 1.4±0.32 mmol/L at rest, 4.7±1.91 mmol/L after the first, 6.8±2.59 mmol/L after the second, and 7.1±2.35 mmol/L after the third kata. This increase was significant after the second (p<0.05) and third (p<0.01) kata, in comparison with the registered La at rest. The mean HR values reached 179±11.55 bpm during the first, 180±11.63 bpm during the second, and 181.5±15.44 bpm during the third kata. Notwithstanding the differences in the physiological and biochemical parameters of participants No1 and No2, the mean physical activity units (FAU) were similar: 120 165 FAU after the first kata, and 111 805 FAU after the second vs 126 618 FAU after the first, and 89 544 FAU after the second kata, respectively. The explanation of these different observations is probably due to the style of the competitors. For instance, according to his coaches, participant No2 is performing kata with a higher level of tension in those muscle groups which are not necessarily involved in maintaining the posture and executing the moves. In contrast, the lower La values observed in participant No1, in comparison with the other competitors, were probably due to a more relaxed performance with smaller amplitude of the moves. Participants No4 and No5 from our study showed moderate La values after each of the three katas. According to their coaches, those competitors perform kata with optimal speed and amplitude, without too high a level of tension in the muscle groups which are not involved in the moves.

Conclusions: The La appeared to be a more informative parameter than heart rate, and the moderate increase of the La values (4-6 mmol/L) indicated optimal muscle tension and amplitude of moves when performing katas in competitive conditions. Further research is needed to determine the optimal La levels for the performance of different katas.

Keywords: accelerometer, competitors, elite, karateka, Shotokan.

Glossary
Kumite – karate competitive discipline in which two athletes perform various kicking, punching and blocking techniques towards each other with maximum control in order to score points and win the fight. The fights are ritualistic and non-contact [1].
Kata – karate competitive discipline in which each athlete performs various katas (prescribed sequences of karate techniques) [2].
Performance – (noun) the level at which an athlete is carrying out their activity, either in relation to others or in relation to personal goals and standards [2].
Technique – (noun) a way of performing an action [2].

Introduction
Karate is a martial art, which was developed in Japan, and has two competitive disciplines: kumite and kata [3]. Kata is comprised of a predetermined sequence of techniques, which represent actual fights against imaginary opponents, and the practitioners in this discipline are judged on the execution of their technique, rhythm, power and expressiveness of movements [4]. The performance in kata incorporates different types of techniques. During competitions, the karate practitioners perform fixed kata styles (katas) that have a different duration for every kata performed [3].

There are twenty-six fixed katas in Shotokan karate: Heinan Shodan, Heian Nidan, Heian Sandan, Heian Yondan, Heian Godan, Tekki Shodan, Bassai Dai, Kanku Dai, Enpi, Jion, Hangetsu, Kanku Sho, Tekki Nidan, Bassai Sho, Nijushiho, Jitte, Tekki Sandan, Unsu, Sochin, Gankaku, Meikyo, Wankan, Chinte, Jiin, Gojushiho Sho, Gojushiho Dai. The first five kata styles (Heian) are more
basic, and, therefore, they are the first learnt by karate practitioners. Each kata can be used in competitions in accordance with the athlete’s ability and the rank of the competition [5].

It is recommended that karate practitioners should perform more specific training, plyometric exercises, and interval training in order to increase the ability to buffer acid muscle and blood concentrations [6]. The training and testing processes have to be very similar to competitive conditions for achieving high performance results in karate. Different specific karate tests, such as the Karate Specific Aerobic Test [7, 8], which has been reported to be valid and reliable field test for assessing karateka’s aerobic fitness [9, 10], and programmed karate models [11, 12] have been developed. However, those studies are mostly concerned with karate competitors in the kumite discipline. The articles which analysed the physiological and biochemical changes in karate practitioners during karate kata competitions in the scientific literature are scarce, and the fact that this sport is going to be part of the Olympic games in Tokyo 2020 [13, 14], is increasing the interest in new studies in this area. Some authors reported heart rate responses [15, 16] or heart rate and oxygen uptake responses [17] of karate practitioners performing kata. The energy supply in karate kata comes from both anaerobic alactic and aerobic systems [18]. However, it is very difficult to determine visually the muscle efforts, as well as the energy expenditure of karate practitioners, while they perform one or another kata. Therefore, the assessment of physiological and biochemical changes in the body while performing kata can provide information on the functional status of the athlete, and help determine work capacity and level of training.

The aim of this study was to analyse the changes in heart rate and blood lactate concentration of karate practitioners performing different katas in competitive conditions, and compare the physiological and biochemical changes in the parameters of individual competitors in different katas.

Material and methods

Participants

This study consisted of five male competitors in karate kata from the Bulgarian national team. All participants possess black belts, and had a mean age of 26.80 ± 5.97 years, with an average sports experience in karate of 16.60 ± 7.27 years. Body weight and height were measured, and body mass index (BMI) was calculated as body weight [kg] divided by body height [m] squared.

The participants in this study were informed about its purpose, and signed informed consents were obtained, in accordance with the requirements of the Declaration of Helsinki for Human Research [19].

Procedure

Three of the participants were tested during the 2018 National Karate Championships, and the other two at the 2018 Bulgarian National Cup. All of them qualified for the finals and won medals. The participants performed three katas at the competitions, and the average time between the end of the first kata and the beginning of the second was around 25 minutes, and the time between the second and the third was around 20 min.

Heart rate (HR) and Physical activity

Heart rate (HR) was registered with the Sigma heart rate monitor, and recorded with the ‘beat by beat’ telemetric system, called TEMEO, produced by the Security Solutions Institute, Bulgaria [20]. The telemetric system also recorded the average accelerations in three orthogonal axes (X, Y and Z) using a built-in three-dimensional accelerometer. In order to assess the physical activity during the kata performance, the total average acceleration vector (AccV) from the three axes was taken in periods of 100 milliseconds, and this data was summed during the time of performance of each kata in order to be obtained as physical activity units (FAU).

Lactate concentration (La)

Capillary blood was taken from the pendant of the athlete’s ear before the first kata, and 5 min after the end of each kata, and the lactate concentration was determined using LactatePro 2 LT-1730, produced by the Japanese company, Arkray Global Business Inc [21].

Statistical analysis

The statistical analyses were conducted with Excel 2010 spreadsheets and GraphPad Prism 7.04 Software. Statistically significant differences between the average values were evaluated at p < 0.05, by using the non-parametric Friedman test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons post hoc test. The data in the text and the tables are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD), and in the figures are presented as mean ± SE.

Results

The anthropometric parameters, each athlete’s sport experience in karate, as well as the best sports achievements from national and international competitions of all participants in this study, are presented in Table 1.

The names of the katas which were performed by each athlete at the competitions, and their duration, are presented in Table 2. The average time of the kata performances after the first stage of the competitions was 1:08 ± 0:02 min. The shortest performance was 1:05 min, and the longest was 1:13 min.

The individual values of the blood lactate concentration (La) after warm-up, first, second and third kata, in addition to their individual mean values from the three katas, are presented in Table 3. The mean La after the warm-up was 1.4 ± 0.32 mmol/L, and progressively increased after each following kata: 4.7 ± 1.91 mmol/L after the first, 6.8 ± 2.59 mmol/L after the second, and 7.1 ± 2.35 mmol/L after the third kata.

A statistically significant increase in the blood lactate concentration was found after the second (p < 0.05) and third (p < 0.01) kata, in comparison with the registered La at rest (after the warm-up). However, the increase in lactate concentration after the third kata vs the second one is not significant.

Heart rate and physical activity were monitored throughout the performance of each kata, and the individual heart rate before the first kata varied from
The heart rate increased in all competitors at the end of the performance of each kata, and the highest registered values were 189 bpm (participant No1 after the first kata) and 194 bpm (participant No3 after the second kata). During the rest periods between the performances, heart rate decreased and varied between 84 and 116 bpm. The heart rate and physical activity from two of the tested karate practitioners (No1 and No2) are presented in Figure 1.

The mean HR values of the karate practitioners showed a big increase while performing katas, reaching 179 ± 11.55 bpm during the first, 180 ± 11.63 bpm during the second, and 181.5 ± 15.44 bpm during the third kata (Figure 2). Heart rate decreased during the breaks between each kata (102.3 ± 13.02 bpm after the first, 105 ± 10.80 bpm after the second, and 105.5 ± 5.92 bpm after the third kata) and was close to the initial 96.3 ± 10.01 bpm.

**Discussion**

Elite senior male competitors in karate kata (n=12) from Serbia were reported to have a mean height of 174.3 ± 5.5 cm, weight 70.5 ± 5.0 kg, and BMI 23.2 ± 1.8 kg.m$^{-2}$ [22]. These anthropometric results are very close to the
Figure 1. The heart rate (HR) and physical activity data presented as total average acceleration from the three-dimensional accelerometer (AccV) of karate practitioners No1 (A) and No2 (B) during the performance of 3 katas.

Figure 2. Mean heart rate (HR) values of the karate practitioners before and after the performance of each kata.
findings from our study: 172.9 ± 6.7 cm, 71.0 ± 6.9 kg, 23.8 ± 2.5 kg·m⁻², respectively.

In a study of three world champions in karate kata from Italy, the mean blood lactate concentration (La) was 4.8 mmol/L after performing Gankaku kata in training conditions [4]. Those values are very close to the ones in our study after performing the first kata (4.7 mmol/L). However, the individual La values of participant No2 in our study were considerably higher after the performance of each of the three katas (7.8 mmol/L, 9.8 mmol/L, and 8.1 mmol/L) in comparison with the other competitors. Similar values were registered only at the end of the third kata (Kanku-dai) in participant No 3 (10.5 mmol/L), but the duration of Kanku-day kata from participant No3 was 1.5 times longer than the other katas. Although participant No2 had the highest La values, his heart rate was lower than the other athletes, both during the kata performance (170 bpm) and during the recovery periods (around 90 bpm). Notwithstanding the differences in the physiological and biochemical parameters of participants No1 and No2, the mean physical activity units (FAU) were similar: 120 165 FAU after the first kata, and 111 805 FAU after the second vs 126 618 FAU after the first, and 89 544 FAU after the second kata, respectively. The explanation of these different observations is probably due to the style of the competitors. For instance, according to his coaches, participant No2 is performing kata with a higher level of tension in those muscle groups which are not necessarily involved in maintaining the posture and executing the moves. In contrast, the lower La values observed in participant No1, in comparison with the other competitors, were probably due to a more relaxed performance with smaller amplitude of the moves. According to Bussweiler and Hartmann, the style variations and the type of kata in karate lead to different levels of tension in muscle mass, especially in the lower body, due to the variety of stances [18]. Participants No4 and No5 from our study showed moderate La values after each of the three katas.

According to their coaches, those competitors perform kata with optimal speed and amplitude, without too high a level of tension in the muscle groups which are not involved in the moves.

The mean heart rate value in the three world champions in karate kata, from the study already mentioned, was reported to be 150 bpm [4], which is lower than the one registered in our study for all participants and in all katas. The performance of Gankaku kata by the Italian elite competitors was defined to be of high technical difficulty, and was executed with a lower heart rate than that in our study, but with a similar blood lactate concentration values, which is probably because the Italian athletes performed this kata in training conditions.

In another study, which was also conducted on karate kata practitioners at international level (n=3), the authors reported an average increase of La by 6.5 ± 1.3 mmol/L above resting level after performing Unsu kata during a simulated competition [3]. The mean HRmax during this simulated kata competition was 176 ± 12.0. These findings are similar to the ones from our study.

Conclusions
The blood lactate concentration (La) provided valuable information about the assessment of the performance in karate kata, and it was also shown to be a more informative parameter than heart rate. In our study, the moderate increase of the La values (4-6 mmol/L) indicated optimal muscle tension and amplitude of moves when performing kata in competitive conditions. Further research is needed to determine the optimal La levels for the performance of different katas, both in training and in competitive conditions.
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